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APPLICATION SECURITY
The Internet of Everything is run on applications, whether within a 

hosted environment, through cloud virtualization, or a mobile handset. 

Applications continue to evolve and become more integrated to the point 

in which they can be considered consumer lifestyle products. The security 

of these technologies is paramount to ensuring business continuity 

and a safe user experience. STACKTITAN provides a variety of security 

assessment capabilities to include source code and dynamic runtime (i.e., 

live-running applications) audits on technologies such as web, thick, and 

mobile code-bases.



APPLICATION  
SECURITY ASSESSMENT
DOCUMENT COLLECTION AND APPLICATION REVIEW
A precursory review of pertinent application documentation is performed 

to gain an understanding of application architecture, adjacent and 

interoperable components, data flows, business process functionality, 

authentication and authorization, as well as roles and data classification 

boundaries. This exercise reveals the attack surface, enables more accurate 

threat profiling, and influences attack vectors aligned with application data 

flows and application programming interfaces (APIs), for example.

THREAT PROFILING AND MODELING
A variety of criteria such as industry vertical, incentive, capability, and 

opportunity cost, for example, can enable a motivated adversary. Therefore, 

the significance of understanding the overall objective in conjunction with 

a relevant threat actor is paramount to establishing threat models that 

will replicate actual venerable attack pattern models. The output of this 

exercise can be used to identify viable attack vectors and actors. 



APPLICATION  
SECURITY ASSESSMENT
AUTHENTICATED / UNAUTHENTICATED ANALYSIS
Through dynamic runtime analysis, the application is subjected to a litany of 

manual and automated test cases to determine the application’s propensity 

for deviating from expected and intended behaviors. Performed from both 

authenticated and unauthenticated perspectives, this analysis evaluates 

both the logical and syntactical functional constructs to enforce role, 

permission, and trust boundaries while maintaining system and application 

integrity through proper secure coding practices. 

VULNERABILITY DETECTION AND EXPLOITATION
Through the interrogation and manipulation of application input parameters, 

component and functional behavior can be coerced into producing 

unpredictable and unintended results, revealing syntactic and logical 

weaknesses in implementation, configuration, or secure development 

lifecycle. Oftentimes, these weaknesses yield exploitable circumstances 

through which the unintended behavior can have negative repercussions on 

application or data availability, integrity, or confidentiality. Through proof-

of-concept testing, impact and exposure is concretely demonstrated, acting 

as an influencing factor for Risk Identification and Evaluation activities.



APPLICATION  
SECURITY ASSESSMENT 
RISK IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION
The observations and vulnerabilities derived in previous phases are 

analyzed within the context of the application and operating environment 

to produce an evaluation of the application’s overall security posture 

relative to its intended usage. This evaluation process categorically 

aggregates issues, allowing for more granular understanding of underlying 

process, design, architecture, and developer deficiencies. Holistically, this 

exercise enables meaningful prioritization of remediation efforts.

EVIDENCE COLLECTION AND REPORTING
A strategic and tactical report is constructed, complete with executive 

and technical-level details. Intended to act not only as a catalyst for 

prioritized mitigation, the deliverable recognizes organizational, 

operational, and development effectiveness as well. The end product 

can be used to enhance tactical and systemic flaws, justify or evaluate 

budgetary spending, and gain valuable insight into application security 

posture, for example.



SOURCE CODE ANALYSIS 
DOCUMENT COLLECTION AND NETWORK REVIEW
A precursory review of pertinent application documentation is 

performed to gain an understanding of application architecture, 

adjacent and interoperable components, data flows, business process 

functionality, authentication and authorization implementations, as well 

as roles, permissions, and data classification boundaries. This exercise 

reveals the attack surface, enables more accurate threat profiling, 

and influences attack vectors aligned with application data flows and 

application programming interfaces (APIs), for example.

SOURCE CODE REVIEW
Manual and automated techniques are used to review the application 

code base, evaluating both implicit logical execution paths as well as 

explicit syntactical nuances, to identify general and language-specific 

security flaws. Performed in a static environment, the Source Code 

Review produces additional insight and coverage beyond that of typical 

black-box testing approaches.



SOURCE CODE ANALYSIS 
RISK IDENTIFICATION AND EVALUATION
The deficiencies are reviewed extensively within the context of the 

application. Code paths and logic are further analyzed and a proof-of-

concept produced, such that exploitability can be validated and impact 

measured. The outcome of this exercise allows for contextual adjustment 

and prioritization of mitigation based on observable risk and impact.

EVIDENCE COLLECTION AND REPORTING
A strategic and tactical report is constructed, complete with executive 

and technical-level details. Intended to act not only as a catalyst for 

prioritized mitigation, the deliverable recognizes organizational, 

operational, and development effectiveness as well. The end product 

can be used to enhance tactical and systemic flaws, justify or evaluate 

budgetary spending, and gain valuable insight into application security 

posture, for example.


